Serene settings,

A move to less

to stimulate your thoughts

traditional meeting spaces

Be it a setting with a degree of formality, a
large casual gathering or a small gathering,
what defines the..

This could be your next meeting; couches
set beneath palm trees with your toes in
the sand. The Maldives is unparalleled in
offering that quintessential ‘laid-back’
atmosphere for thought provoking and
stimulating discussions.

Re-imagine your meetings and conventions. Be
it a setting with a degree of formality, a large
gathering or smaller breakout sessions, what
defines the Maldives will always remain a part
of your setting.

Maldives will always
remain a part of
your setting.

Starting with the
welcome cocktail on a expansive

deck of a liveaboard,

the plenary with mesmerising lagoon
views and smaller breakout sessions
under the shade of the palm trees.
a gala dinner under a starlit sky, team building on a sandbank
with discussions at the margins in cosy corners of the island…..

with settings of your choice.

You can design your conference

Destination services

to make you feel at home
the moment you arrive

As a destination, we offer meet and greet
services, immigration and customs clearance,
and group or individual transfers from the
airport to your chosen meeting venue by sea or
air for all meetings and conferences.

The greatest leisure activities
for you to enjoy

Include unique, once-in-a-lifetime activities
and experiences into your meeting itinerary…
snorkelling with mantas, a day out on an
inhabited island .. experience local culture
and cuisine. There is no place on earth where
you can merge your business with leisure more
seamlessly than in the Maldives

Customised programs

Think casual… think Maldives…
Let your thoughts flow in tranquil settings. Let us redefine your experience at your
next corporate gathering. The Maldives offers the ideal setting for those who are
looking for inspiring spaces for their corporate events.

for spouses, partners and children
Resorts and guesthouse venues offer
customised programs for spouses,
partners and children of participants.

Ideally located in the middle of the Indian Ocean the Maldives connects
the east and the west, providing easy access for participants from
countries around the Indian Ocean and from around the world.

Add health & wellness

before the serious business begins
Do you want participants to feel refreshed and ready
for the day? Integrate yoga, aerobics on the backdrop
of a tranquil sunrise as part of your itinerary.

Dedicated personnel

your brand image

Boundless value for

Choose the Maldives for your next
meeting or conference and enhance
your brand image. Be a part of the
great brand story of the Maldives.

A change in the meeting schedule? An
additional session in the afternoon? Yes, it
will all be met. To meet your needs during
your meeting or conference, resorts and
guesthouses offer any level of dedicated
services you desire….. meeting coordinators,
personal butlers, and hosts at your service, to
make sure your meeting, and the needs of the
participants are coordinated and executed
effectively and efficiently.

Leave refreshed, rejuvenated, accomplished
Your meeting is bound to be a success, except for the fact that, you
may have to leave some of your participants behind for an extended
holiday. For those who decide to leave... they will leave refreshed,
rejuvenated and accomplished.

@visitmaldives

